Upgrading the firebowl filler media in an outdoor gas heating unit has never been easier!

Add a pop of color with LavaGlass®. It comes in classic, round, and mini styles, and emits no smell or smoke when burned. For a more modern look, our Perma Coal™ faux stones are the best choice for heating appliances used both indoors and out. The heat resistant stones and spheres are an exquisite addition on top of the lava rocks in your unit, and can even be added to LavaGlass®. For a classic appearance, our natural Lava Rocks are an economical option that never goes out of style. This collection features porous red and black lava rocks, fit for any gas heating appliance. Your options are truly endless with our firebowl fillers!
Varying colors and cuts provide twenty different glass firebowl filler options. Each product is shipped in a clear jug with a screw-on lid and carry handle.

Adding natural lava rocks provides outdoor heating units a rustic and traditional look. Each unit is shipped in a color poly bag with a cut-out window.

While Perma Coals™ are designed to be an accent to firebowls, not a filler replacement, they are an easy way to add a new look to any gas heating unit.
Add LavaGlass® to any outdoor heating product to provide a more modern, polished and dynamic look.

Our LavaGlass® is specially formulated to tolerate extreme temperatures up to 1,292°F without melting, discoloring or emitting harmful chemicals. Each of our 20 glass options goes through a tempering, tumbling and polishing process to ensure safety and longevity in an outdoor heating unit. This process prevents the fire glass pieces from becoming harmful even through years of use.

With two sizes and seven color options, our LavaGlass® products can be mixed and matched for a truly customized result. Whether it’s a new elegant look or a color scheme to match existing patio décor, LavaGlass® offers a wide range of possibilities.

One 10 lb. jar of LavaGlass® will cover 2 sq. ft. The base layer of your fire bowl should be built up of 50% lava rocks; only the remaining top 50% needs to be filled with LavaGlass®.
**ROUND CRYSTAL COVE®**

- **#50680** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#67987** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50681** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND MOONSTONE ECLIPSE™**

- **#50680** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#67987** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50681** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND LAVENDER TWILIGHT®**

- **#50680** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#67987** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50681** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND BODEGA BLUE®**

- **#50680** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#67987** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50681** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND CRYSTAL COVE®**

- **#50666** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#67983** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50667** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND MOONSTONE ECLIPSE™**

- **#50677** | mini pack 12pc PDQ
- **#50678** | 10 lb. jar
- **#50679** | 20 lb. jar

**ROUND LAVAGLASS® ROUND CUT**
INDIGO DREAM®

ROUND

#50670  |  mini pack  |  12pc PDQ
#67984  |  10 lb. jar  
#50671  |  20 lb. jar  

AMBER SUNSET®

ROUND

#50675  |  mini pack  |  12pc PDQ
#67986  |  10 lb. jar  
#50676  |  20 lb. jar  
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INDIGO DREAM®
CLASSIC

#50688 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50689 | 10 lb. jar
#50690 | 20 lb. jar

AMBER SUNSET®
CLASSIC

#50694 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50695 | 10 lb. jar
#50696 | 20 lb. jar
LAVAGLASS®
COMBO COLORS

**OCEAN RESORT™**
ROUND
#50703 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50704 | 10 lb. jar
#50705 | 20 lb. jar

**STORMY HAZE™**
ROUND
#50715 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50716 | 10 lb. jar
#50717 | 20 lb. jar

**OCEAN RESORT™**
CLASSIC
#50706 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50707 | 10 lb. jar
#50708 | 20 lb. jar

**STORMY HAZE™**
CLASSIC
#50718 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50719 | 10 lb. jar
#50720 | 20 lb. jar
MIDNIGHT SKY™
ROUND
#50709 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50710 | 10 lb. jar
#50711 | 20 lb. jar

CLASSIC
#50712 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50713 | 10 lb. jar
#50714 | 20 lb. jar

DESERT STREAM™
ROUND
#50721 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50722 | 10 lb. jar
#50723 | 20 lb. jar

CLASSIC
#50724 | mini pack | 12pc PDQ
#50725 | 10 lb. jar
#50726 | 20 lb. jar
Our Firespheres & Firestones add an artistic flair to any compatible outdoor heating appliance. The heat-resistant stones & spheres can be used as a decorative addition on top of your existing lava rocks, or they can replace the rocks completely, you decide!

These unique ceramic stones have been tempered and washed, and can withstand temperatures up to 1,652°F! This collection offers a clean and uncluttered look to your gas fire pit, and won’t emit any smoke, ash, or harmful fumes. Show off your creativity at your next pool party or family gathering with these charming ceramic stones!
BLACK FIRESPHERES | 1"
50 pieces
#50847

BLACK FIRESPHERES | 5"
5 pieces
#50845

BLACK FIRESPHERES | 3"
15 pieces
#50846
GREY FIRESPHHERES | 1”
50 pieces
#50850

GREY FIRESPHHERES | 5”
5 pieces
#50848

GREY FIRESPHHERES | 3”
15 pieces
#50849
FIESTONES

**WHITE FIRESTONES**
48 pieces, assorted sizes
#50852

**BROWN FIRESTONES**
48 pieces, assorted sizes
#50854

**BLACK FIRESTONES**
48 pieces, assorted sizes
#50855
**RED FIRESTONES**
48 pieces, assorted sizes
#50853

**GREY FIRESTONES**
48 pieces, assorted sizes
#50851
LAVA ROCKS

RED LAVA ROCK | LARGE
3-5 CM
#50731

RED LAVA ROCK | MEDIUM
1-3 CM
#50729
BLACK LAVA ROCK | LARGE
3-5 CM
#50730

BLACK LAVA ROCK | MEDIUM
1-3 CM
#50728
LAVAGLASS® DISPLAY
ROUND, CLASSIC OR BOTH
#MDS-LAVA4
Available in any cut/color assortment
26” x 24” x 68”

LAVAGLASS® DISPLAY
ROUND, CLASSIC OR BOTH
#MDS-LAVA3
Available in any cut/color assortment
22.5” x 16” x 61”
LAVAGLASS® DISPLAY
ROUND, CLASSIC OR BOTH
#MDS-LAVA5
Available in any cut/color assortment
30" x 23.62 x 60.4"

LAVAGLASS® DISPLAY
ROUND, CLASSIC OR BOTH
#MDS-LAVA2
Available in any cut/color assortment
23" x 17" x 46"

LAVAGLASS® MINI PACK PDQ
12 - 20 oz Mini Packs
#50179PDQ
Available in any cut/color assortment
11" x 7.5" x 5.7"
MIXED MEDIA DISPLAY RACK
FIRESTONES, FIRESPERES OR LAVAGLASS®

#MDS-MIX1
Available in any product assortment
36.2" x 16.2" x 52.75"
PRODUCT ASSORTMENT

Easily merchandise mixed media with compelling graphics and accessible fire bowl filters for various heating appliance types.

The Perma Coal™ display rack allows for unlimited assortment options of Firestones, Firespheres, and luminous LavaGlass®.

Include this display within your heating selection to provide a smooth shopping experience with the latest patio and décor trends!